Babies, Spiders, and Persimmons; Adventures in Post-Fukushima Japan
[the abridged version]
In the 6+ years since the March 2011 earthquake and subsequent Tsunami damaged the three Dai-Ichi
nuclear power plants, many different radiation measurement devices and methods have been deployed;
Many of those were by Canberra, including: Spectroscopic on-line measurements of the first water
processing unit on the site; Food measurement systems, both HPGe and NaI; In-vivo measurement
systems, both fixed and mobile; In-vivo high-sensitivity system for babies and children; Automatic assay
of bags of rice from Fukushima Prefecture; High sensitivity system to assay boxes of persimmons; Assay
system for trucks loaded with sacks of soil; On-line water measurement system for SrY90 at levels
suitable for release to the environment; and a Mobile system to prove that rolls of grass are safe
enough for feed to cows. As promised, Spiders will also creep into the presentation.
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laboratory. AFRRI has a plethora of interesting radiation exposure devices for the beginning HP to
explore; a reactor where they blow the control rods out with compressed air, a LINAC with beam
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He then moved to start up Radiation Management Corporation in Philadelphia, where he was in charge
of the Radiation Measurement Laboratories. He built the first of many Whole Body Counters there,
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He has an attraction to radiation accidents. He arrived at TMI 2 days after the accident, leaving 30 days
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